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Abstract—After years of dormant scenarios, the Brazilian in-
dustry of photovoltaic (PV) energy systems is now growing fast.
Therefore, improving interconnection and certification codes, as
well as standards, has become undeniably important to establish
a well-regulated market under concern of businesses, equipment,
and power quality matters. Thus, considering international stan-
dards and world-recognized scenarios for distributed PV systems,
this paper aims to discuss the existing local energy regulations,
grid connection codes, and other related limitations that restrain
a faster market and technology development in Brazil. Special at-
tention is given to the certification requirements for grid-connected
inverters and other PV equipment, along with the new trends in
energy policies, focusing on their impacts on Brazilian PV industry.
In the end, it demonstrates that despite its current underdeveloped
status, the Brazilian scenario is expected to be quite enthusiastic in
the following years and may represent an attractive and dynamic
market for professionals, companies, and energy investors.

Index Terms—Brazilian distributed generation rules, dis-
tributed generation, energy policies, microgeneration, photovoltaic
(PV), PV certification, PV equipment, renewable energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE STEADY growth of world energy demand in the last
decades and the related environmental effects of energy

production based on fossil fuels have driven the society to con-
sider more and more the importance of renewable energy sources
(RES) [1]. In such a context, the movement toward distributed
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generation systems (DGSs) has been consolidated [2]–[5] and
highly decentralized and diversified. Power generation systems
have become key players in maximizing the energy supply capa-
bility. Therefore, RES and DGS technologies are fundamental
concepts of achieving high levels of flexibility on power sources.

Hence, considering the importance of such energy trends,
the Brazilian government and its federal agencies have been
discussing and redefining several rules for the electrical sec-
tor [6], mostly based on the rising attractiveness of RES and
DGS [7], and obviously aiming at economic growth. Neverthe-
less, although previous regulations proposed by the Brazilian
Electricity Regulatory Agency (ANEEL) [6], [7] intended to
boost the sector with updates on interconnection and metering
codes, power quality requirements, stability and other matters,
still need to be further developed by local rules to offer more
consistent conditions for the related users.

Therefore, this paper aims at discussing the Brazilian exist-
ing grid connection codes for distributed generators, and also
the related limitations delaying a faster market and technol-
ogy development, by means of comparing them to international
standards and well-established markets of photovoltaic (PV)
systems. Special attention is given to the certification process of
grid-connected inverters and PV modules, also examining new
trends in local energy policies, highlighting their likely effects
on Brazilian PV industry. Compared to [8], this work brings
updated data and expands the analysis from microgeneration
to include mini and central generation power plants and shows
how dynamic has been the PV industry in Brazil, with significant
modifications in a short period of time. Furthermore, a wider
discussion is made in regard to governmental regulatory per-
spectives, also reporting not previously considered information
related to the certification of battery charge controllers. Finally,
it presents more technical discussions on the matter of inverter
design requirements and their contrasts to other standards.

II. ENERGY POLICIES AND RELATED ISSUES

One of the most important advances in Brazilian guidelines
for DGS and RES came from rule 482/2012 [9], which originally
allowed the insertion of generation units up to 1 MW to the grid,
considering the possibility of net metering. In fact, net metering
in Brazil was defined on energy credit basis (not cash basis),
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initially valid for 36 months. Energy credits are defined as a
virtual revenue, which is attained upon the selling of energy to
the interconnected distribution systems operator (DSO) and can
be used for payments/discounts in future electricity bills, being
calculated on a relation of cost per kilowatt injected.

In 2015, the rule 482/2012 was updated by REN 687/2015
[10], affecting the levels of maximum power generation al-
lowance, being extended to 5 MW, and also amplifying credit
expiration time for 60 months. This provision imposes that, from
the moment credits are earned, they must be used to compensate
the difference between the consumed and generated power only
within this specific window. Other important improvement on
REN 687 is the possibility of exchanging energy credits among
installations under the same taxpayer registration number. It
means that an installation with exceeding generation may use
its energy credits to reduce the energy bill in other installation
site of the same owner.

Thus, according to [10] and considering the location, infras-
tructure, and primary energy capability, the DGS can be applied
and characterized in three different levels in Brazil. The first is
defined as microgeneration and targets energy producers up to
75 kW, comprising mostly residential and commercial instal-
lations with PV systems. A second classification starting from
75 kW is called minigeneration, reaching maximum power ca-
pacities of either 3 MW, if hydropower plants were considered,
or 5 MW in the case of any other renewable resources. Such
a level is usually constituted of industries and multiple units
of small generators, striving for energy self-sufficiency or eco-
nomic rewards. A final classification is then determined as cen-
tral generation plants (CGPs), which are systems with capacities
over the minigeneration limits, as in larger industries, clusters of
generators, and even utilities/distributors owning power plants,
intending financial profits from trades in the electricity market.

In the light of these power-level classifications, looking at
the recently published ten-year Energy Expansion Plan [7], it
is estimated that the national generation capability from new
CGPs will reach up to 10 GW, whereas DGS may reach up to
3.5 GW, being considered a very conservative number according
to the Brazilian Association on PV Solar Energy (ABSOLAR)
that estimates the country’s potential to be about 160 GW, just
assuming the existing roof tops.

Currently, in terms of financial incentives leading to the ob-
tainment of such potentials, there is a larger number of energy
policies focused on both minigeneration and CGP than on mi-
crogeneration. CGPs are particularly induced by public bids,
which consider from two- to four-year periods for starting the
generation on an electricity contract concession ruled by the
government. Minigeneration projects are usually supported by
public or private bank’s financing at very low interest rates.
Both sorts of incentives seem to be worthy energy policies and
are starting to show positive results by attracting investments in
technology and industrial development, especially when coor-
dinated with some level of nationalization of the technologies
involved. At these power and voltage levels, the payback time
for PV installations, for instance, is usually lower than six years,
and the interconnection codes are not quite different from those
already in use for the utilities, as discussed in the next sections.

On the other hand, microgeneration projects still need more
attention in terms of financial support, being usually funded by
the residential/industrial owners without any kind of financing.
Besides, such owners face significantly high interest rates, re-
sulting in long payback periods, what consequently slow down
the local microgeneration (and smart grid) eagerness and market
expansion. However, from the metering revenue point of view,
an indirect revision proposed on the rule REN 733/2016 [11],
with execution starting in 2018, may encourage low-voltage
consumers to install PV systems (with and without energy stor-
age) in the next few years. This rule intends to offer to consumers
the opportunity to choose between the so-called white tariffs, in
which the cost of energy varies three times along the day during
week days, differently from what is applied nowadays based on
fixed values. Electricity prices become more expensive in peak
demand hours, therefore encouraging the creation of new pro-
sumers since higher economic benefit is achieved from selling
energy in peak hours (i.e., peak shaving technique).

Further advances in policies have been discussed in the previ-
ous years, such as tax reduction for equipment and energy trades
focused on the RES. In this context, most of the Brazilian states
have recently signed an agreement to waive tax collection over
the energy credits regulated by REN 687/2015. However, other
federal taxes are still applied, such as the social integration pro-
gram and the contribution to social security financing. To give
a broad idea of the market unattractiveness related to taxes, par-
ticularly for PV equipment, additional import taxes are expected
to be around 12% for PV modules and 14% for inverters [12].
Although these tributes directly affect product’s prices and the
energy business, no additional explanation is made here, due to
the intense discussion required for this subject.

From a technological view and brainstorming future scenar-
ios, some governmental regulatory movements as [6] started to
discuss the application of grid-tied inverters with ancillary ser-
vices in the DGS, although not explicitly considered such as
already ruled around the world [13]–[14]. Yet, on the negative
side of this paradigm, other matter that has been pointed as a
relevant drawback for PV investments in Brazil is the lack of
qualified personnel offering technical services.

A small number of qualified companies and professionals
are responsible to attend the intense demand; therefore, the
prices have been more expensive than they were supposed to
be. Greater and more decentralized availability of technical ed-
ucational institutions specialized on matters of the energy sector
is required in Brazil, similar to what occurred in the U.K. [15].
Initiatives as the one from the government of India, which im-
plemented the “Sector Skill Council for Green Jobs” [16] for
qualifying professionals of the energy sector, creating jobs, and
developing universities, standards, and equipment certification
centers, would certainly boost the Brazilian perspective.

III. INTERCONNECTION CODES

As a result of this intense process of updating regulations, sev-
eral documents that ruled the Brazilian energy sector, defined as
PRODIST [17], were revised for the sake of facilitating the ac-
cess to microgeneration and regulating their operations. Among
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Fig. 1. Fluxogram for the procedures of microgeneration interconnection under the Brazilian, American, and German perspectives.

the nine PRODIST modules, the most significant changes to this
section come within the third module [18], which determines
the rules for accessing power distribution systems. The Brazilian
regulations for the accreditation of a micro- or mini-generation
system mostly establish basic rules to be strictly complied with,
so, afterwards, power utilities may conduct their own proce-
dures in accepting the interconnection of PV generators and
their grids. In brief, the regulatory process for accessing grids
with micro/mini generators is split into the following four steps.

1) Access consulting: At this stage, the applicant for the DGS
that requests access to a DSO’s grid is supposed to con-
tact the local energy provider to formalize the evaluation
procedure for identifying if the access point is adequate
with respect to the grid infrastructure. A positive answer
from the utility is expected by the next stage.

2) Access information: After step 1, the DSO should provide
the applicant with the essential information regarding the
requirements for such a generation unit to interconnect
at the requested electrical node or other alternative sug-
gested points. Along with it, the applicant’s power system
is classified into a group, which reflects on its responsi-
bilities and costs. Then, initial technical studies related to
the impact of the power generation specifications on the
grid must be performed by the utility.

3) Access request: This stage consists in formal access ap-
plication, in which the applicant for the DGS requests
the utility to evaluate the candidate’s micro- or mini-
generation project. The applicant should provide all in-
formation related to technical features of the generation
plant, the infrastructure project, control and metering in-
strumentation, and, still, a power production planning.
Systematic studies regarding the power quality, which are
further explained on the eighth PRODIST module [19],
must be conducted by the DSO.

4) Access evaluation: At this last stage, the three previous
stages are tied through a decision from the utility regarding

the approval for interconnecting the generation system.
Having or not a need for infrastructural adaptations in the
facilities, specific deadlines are given. To conclude the
end of the process, contracts referring to interconnection
conditions and economic relations must be signed from
both parts (the DSO and the applicant).

All these steps to interconnect a DGS have specific time con-
ditions to occur and are framed according to REN 687/2015.
Fig. 1(a) schematically shows how the accessibility process and
the time schedule should proceed. Although the relationship be-
tween applicants and DSOs may seem to be straightforward,
once generation systems with higher power generation capacity
are planned, the bureaucracy to obtain access to a connection
point gets heavier and other conditions are applied. The previous
four access steps still exist in this context, with the particularity
of requiring more elaborated evaluations within each of them.
For instance, after the first two steps (i.e., access consulting plus
information), instructions concerning the most adequate con-
nection point is reported by the utility to the applicant based
on a minimum global cost criterion. Such a process takes into
account the lowest investment (for applicants and utilities, con-
sidering also the minimum cost due to electrical losses) given
by the impact analysis of the possible concession of intercon-
nection. Yet, the higher the power capability is, the stricter is
the need for more elaborated studies on environmental impacts.

Furthermore, before formally requesting access, a CGP is
supposed to apply for a regulatory grant at ANEEL, seeking au-
thorization of exploitation of generation installations for com-
mercializing electricity out of public bids, and further revision
in granted authorizations for commerce in any environment. Of
course, depending on evaluations from ANEEL, longer time-
lines of up to one year may occur until the access request step.
The main particularity of the last two steps (i.e., access request
plus evaluation), beyond heavier paper work, is the necessity
to perform intensive studies about the electrical operation im-
pacts on the main grid. Moreover, deeper technical evaluation of
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF INTERCONNECTION REQUIREMENTS

equipment compliance must occur, demanding stricter project
requirements. A briefing of technical requisites and features
ruled by [18] with respect to safety and operational conditions
is shown in Table I.

Now, aiming at discussing some contrasts under an interna-
tional perspective, taking the USA and Germany as examples,
some definitions may differ from the Brazilian interconnection
regulations. First, the American perspective, as discussed in
[20], varies in each state, and interconnection procedures are
mainly defined by utilities. However, some procedures from in-
stitutions such as the Interstate Renewable Energy Council are
primarily taken as instructions for regulations. Fig. 1(b) summa-
rizes the process for attaining a certified interconnected license
for a DGS in the USA.

In Germany, there is no current decree, as in Brazil, or other
orientations, such as the one mentioned for the USA; therefore,
DSOs are the only responsible for determining the interconnec-
tion procedures and timeframe for grid access and legal docu-
mentation for commissioning a DGS. The Renewable Energy
Act is the only governmental intervention, being not focused
on technical issues, ruling only that utilities should give priority
in grid access to small RES, also regulating feed-in tariffs, and
stating that the DSOs must analyze interconnection applications
immediately.

Since each DSO adopts its particular rules, the steps for a
PV-based DGS to interconnect in Germany are generalized in
Fig. 1(c) and can be further explored in [21]. A grid intercon-
nection permit is attained in five substeps, comprising adminis-
trative requirements imposed by the utility. Then, after having
the DGS installed, there is a step responsible for the legal finan-
cial agreements between the DSO and applicant, related to the
feed-in tariffs and duration of operation. Adequacy of technical
requirements occurs in a later step, allowing the commission-
ing of DGSs. Finally, insurance of the PV system should be
contracted and operation may start, with at least a once-a-year
meter reading by the DSO.

To establish the operation of a small power generation system
(in reference to micro/minigeneration) in a grid-tied mode,

Fig. 2. Approximated timeframe comparison among Brazil, the USA, and
Germany regarding interconnection procedures and microgeneration start.

American and German utilities, in general, are responsible for
the most time expenditure. Similar to the Brazilian procedures,
the utilities are responsible for the processes of evaluating the
technical requirements of the system to be interconnected, as
well as for the steps of inspecting if proper physical infras-
tructure and compliant equipment are being considered over
all the DGS’ scheme/layers (field, operation, and monitoring),
as proposed in the initial application. Although the Brazilian,
American, and German procedures may look generally sim-
ilar, with some slightly different steps, the microgeneration
application process in Brazil is much more time consuming, as
depicted in Fig. 2.

One can note that the Brazilian approach takes almost 15
additional days for attaining an interconnection permit than in
Germany. Furthermore, from the initial application up to the
start of operation, while in Germany, it might take on average
49 days [21], in Brazil, it takes about 90 days. Moreover, it may
even take 120 days if any of the four initial access stages are not
rigorously followed, or there is any inconsistency.

Finally, other important point is the matter of regulatory codes
for power metering with micro/minigenerators.
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Bidirectional metering is a required feature, since there will
be both power injection and consumption in this scenario.
Consequently, Brazilian rules define the possibility to design
the generation system with a bidirectional smart meter or two
other devices together that take responsibility for each way of
power flow. The ANEEL rule 502/2012 [22] is responsible for
the regulation of these devices, although no further discussion
is herein raised.

IV. PV DEVICE REGULATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

A. Codes for Inverters

In Brazil, there are three major rules responsible for impos-
ing the main requirements for solar inverter’s design and oper-
ation: ABNT 16149 [23], ABNT 16150 [24], and ABNT IEC
62116 [25]. This first regulation defines the requirements for
solar-based utility interfaces, such as inverters, to get connected
to distribution grids, later being complemented by the ABNT
16150, which determines the conformity test procedures for
those interfaces. The ABNT IEC 62116 takes into considera-
tion specific proceedings mostly related to integrity matters, in
which anti-islanding conditions need to be achieved. All these
Brazilian rules are tied together by a regulatory set of rules
responsible for inverter conformity, certification, and labeling,
composed of the Brazilian System on Conformity Assessment
(INMETRO) ordinance [26] and its updated rules [27].

Such regulations aim at defining the minimal requirements
that inverters must go through in order to be recognized as a
certificated device, also receiving a compliance label used on
market disclosure. It is important to mention that the inverters
herein discussed refer to applications in autonomous systems
with a nominal power rate from 5 up to 10 kW and grid-tied
inverters with a nominal power rate up to 10 kW. For inverter
ratings higher than 10 kW, and up to the minigeneration limit of
5 MW, no regulations are currently applied. As a result, projects
with that rating are supposed to follow whichever impositions
the power utility determines for accessing its point of common
coupling. Furthermore, as the market availability and prices of
high power inverters are not attractive, topologies of string, mul-
tistring, and ac-module technology are generally adopted [28].

Facing a more technical side, the Brazilian compliance per-
spective intends to be exigent with inverter requirements. It
presents some compatible features and, at the same time, other
few interesting requisites not generally demanded around the
world. In most of the cases, conformity certificates for the ABNT
16149, ABNT 16150, and ABNT IEC 62116 are the minimal
requirements. To facilitate the understanding of such requisites
for equipment designers, Fig. 3 summarizes the most essential
features that an inverter must comply with to attain a certifica-
tion, being complemented by Table II with the main technical
considerations.

Analogously to the Brazilian scenario, many other correlated
standards and regulations have been imposed on inverter certifi-
cation and license to install a residential DGS around the world.
In countries such as the USA, Germany, the U.K., Italy, and
other Europeans/Asians, such regulations that are needed to be
met are, respectively, the IEEE 1547 [29] and UL 1741 [30],

Fig. 3. Main conditions required for the design, certification, and commer-
cialization of grid-tied inverters in Brazil.

VDE 0126-1-1 [31] and VDE-AR-N 4105 [32], GE 59 [33] and
83 [34], CEI 0-21 [14], and IEC 61727 [35]. Besides, other lo-
cally ruled codes from DSOs may be demanded. Studies such
as [36]–[39] have taken into consideration the main differences
among those international regulations for most of their aspects;
therefore, herein, just a few contrasts related to the local per-
spective are risen up.

One of the primary operational conditions of a grid-connected
device is the ability to adequately function within a voltage
range. Consequently, once abnormal (out of the acceptable nom-
inal range) voltages are detected, inverters are required to re-
spond to ceasing power injection under a specific time. Fig. 4
summarizes how this condition is settled on different codes. The
reference voltages are presented in a per-unit scale to facilitate
the comparison. Promptly, it may be seen that the huge differ-
ence on the turn-OFF times allowed to each local, with particular
levels of under- or over-voltage.

Regarding the undervoltage level, the American standard
is more sensitive, starting abnormal detection from 0.88 p.u.,
also presenting two distinct detection zones like on the Euro-
pean/Asian [40] code. In Brazil, for the only zone determined,
the regulation is less strict than the German rule, although the
time to cease power injection is more rigid on both of them than
in the U.K. or the USA. Overvoltage is taken as a more critical
condition, influencing on faster turn-OFF control commands for
inverters in most of the codes. Apart from the very strict impo-
sition of the IEC code in cases over 1.35 p.u., the Brazilian code
seems consistent with others in this aspect.

Ceasing of power injection under abnormal frequency con-
ditions is another requirement, and a comparison is shown in
Fig. 5. Regardless of the fact that the frequency deviates under or
over the nominal values, the U.S. code again is the most exigent
about the limits, and the German leads on the speed to interrupt
injection. The Brazilian code is slower and allows higher fre-
quency oscillation than most of the standards, only behind the
Britain code. It is important to mention that, for this particular
case, since different frequencies are adopted on the locations,
being 50 or 60 Hz, the regulated values were normalized based
on each respective local nominal frequency.
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TABLE II
BRAZILIAN SPECIFICATIONS IN CODES FOR PV INVERTERS USED IN MICRO/MINIGENERATION

Fig. 4. Time required for inverters to cease power injection under abnormal
voltage conditions in different country codes.

If at a given instant, from whichever reason, an inverter
disconnects from the grid, its design is supposed to consider
a reconnection process. In general, it follows a local regulated
code that states a “standby” time that the inverter should wait af-
ter restoration of the voltage and frequency nominal conditions.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison among countries, in which 0 s means
grid restoration. On that matter, the Brazilian code identically
follows the IEC standard, stating that the device should wait
between 20 and 300 s to reconnect and reestablish power

Fig. 5. Time required for inverters to cease power injection under abnormal
frequency conditions in different country codes.

injection. Both of these two codes present the fastest reconnec-
tion time allowed. The American standards is the most conser-
vative among them, allowing reconnection only after 300 s.

Another particularity demanded for inverters in Brazil is re-
lated to the operational power factor (PF). Codes like the IEEE
1547 does not allow the inverter to adjust the PF [29], [38], but
others impose that, depending on the power level, the inverter
should behave within a certain region. Yet, the network operator
is the one responsible for determining such characteristic curves
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Fig. 6. Reconnection window required on different country codes.

Fig. 7. PF adjustment for inverters in different country codes.

TABLE III
ANTI-ISLANDING DETECTION TIME FOR INVERTERS

of operation. Fig. 7 gives an overview of this aspect for some
rules. Note that the Brazilian is the only one requiring systems
operating with power lower than 3 kW to obey a PF (ϕx ) higher
than 0.98. Despite that, e.g., a high similarity with the German
regulation is seen.

An interesting particularity of the Brazilian codes, focused
on certification of grid-tied inverters, is the requirement of two
additional tests that are not present in neither the American ap-
proach of the IEEE 1547 family nor the European code within
the IEC 61727. Such tests, which are the protection against
reverse polarity upon an inadequate setup and the overload en-
durance, were imposed in the local codes for protecting con-
sumers (small generators) under nonexpert installation service
provided.

Concerning anti-islanding detection, the respective
INMETRO code [25] is identical to the European IEC 62116,
with a briefing of the related requirements shown in Table III.

Fig. 8. Inverters models recognized with market licenses.

In terms of islanding response time under grid under/overvoltage
and frequency conditions, it can be said that the local demands
are similar to the American code [29], being also more rigorous
than the German requisites [32]. Inverters must detect an island
within a certain time and disconnect from the grid or standby
not injecting power. Since the anti-islanding conditions in [25]
present no innovation in relation to the well-known IEC code,
which has been previously compared in other works [36], [37],
[39], substantial changes are not observed for the scope of the
Brazilian scenario herein mentioned.

On the unfavorable side of local particularities, there are
no currently impositions on certification tests for electromag-
netic interference (EMI) compatibility, or on safety matters,
such as protection against electric shock, electric arc, and other
tests that are within the IEC 62109 [41] or are required in the
USA [42].

For instance, as a consequence, converters are not legally
required to present EMI filters and endure withstanding tests
[36], neither for conducted nor radiated emissions, as discussed
in [43]. It is explicitly presented in [26], and not mentioned at
all in its update [27], that the EMI requirements, along with
matters about atmospheric electrical discharge protection, are
under study for future adoption on the codes.

Taking a direction toward the market immersion of invert-
ers, harsh and not well-published certification requirements and
procedures, which, for instance, are not even widely available
under the English language, restrict the market for foreign in-
vestors. Consequently, the availability of commercialized prod-
ucts becomes limited and detains a faster growth of the sector.
As depicted in Fig. 8, in spite of the increase in the number of
models recognized by INMETRO, which may be legally sold
for micro/minigeneration purposes, it does not respond to the
market demand intensification. The limited number of models
is a result of some bureaucratic circumstances herein discussed
that slow the access to new certifications and for companies to
participate in the market.

One point that strengthens the discussions just raised about
the commercial reality of inverters in Brazil is presented in
Fig. 9. Even though many companies have a similar availability
of models in the local market, as seen in Fig. 10, the overall
power rating of these devices is unevenly distributed. Such rat-
ings are densely centered on power capacities equal to or lower
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Fig. 9. Availability of grid-tied inverters models by power rating.

Fig. 10. Share of models on the local market and their suppliers [44].

than 5 kW, enforcing choices to be among a few models for
higher power projects, or requiring the purchase and gather-
ing of several lower power inverters to be operated under one
of the topologies aforementioned [28]. Additionally, regarding
off-grid inverters for islanded applications, only two models cur-
rently present the recommended certifications on the respective
codes.

Although some interesting actions have been govern-
mentally taken intending to expand the immersion of PV
micro/minigeneration in Brazil, some important inconsistencies
still prevent a more efficient local market condition. Understand-
ing that most of the development centers of inverter technolo-
gies are sited abroad, the local regulatory agency, INMETRO,
issued the following instruction trying to counterbalance the
market inabilities on answering to the amount of certification
applications.

1) Accreditations may be conducted abroad; however, the
procedures must be equivalently conducted, regarding
all demands within the rules [26], [27]. Yet, the labo-
ratory leading the experiments should be certified by the
INMETRO or by an organization in which this regulator
is affiliated to, such as the Inter-American Accreditation
Cooperation or the International Laboratory Accreditation
Cooperation.

Fig. 11. Recognized laboratories by the Brazilian rules for PV equipment.

The discussion of this issue, which is one of the most critical
related market obstacles, is supported by a formal acknowl-
edgment from INMETRO [45], after being questioned by the
ABSOLAR. Local and international inverter suppliers, inces-
santly, have faced difficulties to find authorized laboratories
that are able to conduct the needed certification procedures on
feasible time to attend the demand of the market. This condi-
tion also affects the requirement of attending compliance codes
related to other PV equipment.

Due to the high investment required and lack of governmen-
tal incentives for the implementation of new certification lab-
oratories, no significant rise in the number of accredited units
could be noticed in the past years, as shown in Fig. 11. Be-
sides, this scenario is even more alarming by the reason that
INMETRO is constantly revaluing the already authorized labo-
ratories, also conducting periodic conformity inspections, which
may decrease the actual number of such institutions through-
out a year. The revaluation and new accreditation of calibra-
tion and test laboratories in Brazil is carried out by INMETRO
in accordance with the provisions in the ISO/IEC 17025:2005
code [46], where exigent requirements related to the quality of
service provided are defined.

These requirements include “management requirements,”
with rules similar to ISO 9001, and “technical requirements”
that govern matters with respect to personnel; accommodations
and environmental conditions; testing, calibration, and valida-
tions methods; equipment; measurement traceability; sampling;
test handling; and quality assurance of test, calibration, and
presentation of results. With regard to personnel, recognized
laboratories must ensure that the staff involved in accredita-
tion activities have the knowledge of [46], along with technical
training for testing and calibration methods.

Contrary to the Brazilian perspective, for instance, in the
USA, a more significant number of national recognized testing
laboratories (NRTL) offer inverter certification evaluations for
the UL 1741 standard [13]. If the affiliated units of these lab-
oratories (other than the headquarter) are considered, the real
availability becomes even higher.
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Fig. 12. PV modules recognized by INMETRO with market licenses.

TABLE IV
TESTS REQUIRED FOR PV MODULES IN BRAZIL

Another ongoing complication is that all companies owning
certified inverters on the market have to, in an annually basis,
conduct a maintenance revaluation of their certifications, con-
sidering each model. This directly affects the Brazilian DGS
perspective, in a positive way, by being strict and allowing
only compliant devices to be commercialized, but, on the neg-
ative side, making the accessibility to certification institutions
even more restricted and expensive for suppliers to sell their
products.

B. Codes for Other PV Equipment

Within the Brazilian regulations 04 and 357, parameters for
the adequacy of other PV equipment are also established, com-
prising instructions for the regulation of PV modules, battery
charge controllers, and batteries. It is highlighted that batteries
are not addressed in this paper, due to the need of more extensive
discussions. Concerning PV modules, the exponential increase
of the market availability, as a result of the rising DGS scenario,
is depicted in Fig. 12.

To obtain a certification recognition from INMETRO, sup-
pliers of PV modules must submit two samples of their product
model to undergo only a few particular experimentations deter-
mined inside the European standards IEC 61215-1 [47] and IEC
61646 [48]. Table IV briefly summarizes the four tests required
and their purposes for labeling PV modules in Brazil. As can
be clearly seen in Brazil, the PV module certification tests are
significantly less strict than the inverter labeling program, allow-
ing laboratories to attend the market more adequately. This also
justifies the discrepancy in comparing the market availability of

TABLE V
TESTS REQUIRED FOR BATTERY CHARGE CONTROLLERS IN BRAZIL

models between inverters and PV modules. A large variety of
power ratings is found on commercialized panels, ranging from
5 W up to, approximately, 500 W.

Looking at the negative side of this case, it is notable that the
certification tests required for attaining a market recognition in
Brazil are still underestimated. Although the four proposed ex-
perimentations follow the well-established IEC 61215, around
the world, this standard establishes many other test procedures
for compliance assessment. Another matter refers to the tech-
nologies commercialized in Brazil. Currently, although many
models of PV panels are locally saleable, not many diversi-
fied possibilities regarding PV generation technologies [49] are
available on the market or are adopted on energy biddings,
being basically composed of crystalline silicon and thin-film
panels. Safety matters (e.g., specifications for materials used on
the panel construction, electrical, mechanical and thermal haz-
ards evaluation, and other endurance tests) are also ignored by
Brazilian codes, different from what is demanded in Europe, for
instance, through the IEC 61730 standard [50].

Even though the local codes for PV devices also rule the
adequacy of battery charge controllers, this is the only topic,
entirely, neither based nor related to any local or international
standard or code. Such a circumstance may be justified by the
more common use of these devices in PV systems based on
islanded operation, therefore not direct impacting grid-tied sys-
tems and drawing less governmental attention.

Diverging from international standards, such as [51], which
require tests related to battery lifetime protection, energy per-
formance, physical hazards, and fail safe abilities, as well as
user interface demands, the Brazilian rule is superficial. It only
requires tests needed for general operation of charge controllers,
being performed under nominal operating conditions (PUNOC),
and performed under extreme operation conditions (PUEOC),
as summarized in Table V.

A similar interpretation on the PV module perspective can
be done on the matter of market accessibility for battery charge
controllers. As regulations are not strict due to the tendency
of applying this technology to noninterconnected systems, and
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the adequacy tests for certifications are fast to be performed,
a large availability of products are commercialized, attending
diversified applications and offering operation under several
power ratings.

V. CONCLUSION

Brazilian regulations for microgenerators and inverter certifi-
cation have been facing significant adjustments and updates for
the past few years. In this context, this work presents the inter-
connection procedures defined by the ANEEL, which should be
followed by utilities and prosumers, and also, it highlights some
contrasts when compared to the American and German per-
spectives on interconnection regulations. With regard to power
inverters, the main certification tests and requirements for hav-
ing a market recognizable product were discussed. Moreover,
several comments regarding the availability of products on
the market and how their commerce is distributed have been
presented.

The current PV module certification methods and market ac-
ceptability showed that, although the market demand is increas-
ing, several changes are expected for the local future perspec-
tive. Finally, summarizing the discussions, it is possible to note
that the Brazilian regulation and resolutions are progressing,
although significant improvements are still needed in order to
reach the level of service and compliance of electrical regula-
tions as settled in other leading countries.

Thus, considering all previous discussions, the Brazilian
micro/minigeneration scenario may be seen as an opportunity
for many adjustments and improvements for a more robust sec-
tor, and, in special, a more attractive and dynamic market for
energy investors and companies.
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